Psychological and behavioral intervention improves the quality of life and mental health of patients suffering from differentiated thyroid cancer treated with postoperative radioactive iodine-131
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Background: We examined the effects of psychological and behavioral intervention on health-related quality of life and mental health among patients suffering from differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) treated with postoperative radioactive iodine-131 (RAI).

Methods: Sixty patients with DTC, undergoing RAI, were randomly assigned to receive either conventional nursing (n=30) or a 1-year psychological and behavioral intervention based on conventional nursing (n=30). Health-related quality of life and mental health issues, depression, and anxiety were measured using the Quality of Life Core Questionnaire, Self-rating Depression Scale, and Self-rating Anxiety Score, respectively.

Results: After RAI treatment, patients in both groups showed improved functional capacities (ie, physical, role, cognitive, emotional, and social) and global quality of life, along with reduced depression and anxiety (P<0.05). At 1-year follow-up, compared with patients in the routine nursing group, those in the psychological and behavioral intervention group demonstrated greater improvements in functional capacities, global quality of life, and depression and anxiety symptoms (P<0.05).

Conclusion: Psychological and behavioral interventions for patients with DTC undergoing RAI facilitated positive outcomes, suggesting that nursing care models that include psychological and behavioral interventions may be a complementary strategy for this patient population.
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Introduction

Thyroid cancer, the most common type of endocrine malignancy, is becoming increasingly prevalent worldwide and accounts for more deaths than all other endocrine cancers combined.1 In the United States, the yearly incidence rate has nearly tripled from 4.9 per 100,000 in 1975 to 14.3 per 100,000 in 2009.2 Similarly, from 1988 to 2009, the incidence rate in the People’s Republic of China increased by 2.36 times with an average annual growth rate 5.92%.3 Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC), arising from thyroid follicular cells that include both papillary and follicular histological types, accounts for >90% of all thyroid cancers.4 Following the American Thyroid Association’s guidelines for DTC management, standard care treatments include surgery, radioactive iodine-131 (RAI) treatment, and thyroid hormone suppression therapy.5 Among this standard regimen, the use of post-thyroidectomy adjuvant RAI is associated with dramatic decreases in locoregional recurrences, distant metastasis,
and disease-related mortality among patients with DTC. However, given the large radioactive iodine doses provided, patients receiving RAI need special protection (ie, being housed within radiation isolation wards); as a result, many patients fear radiation exposure, as well as loneliness and pessimism during isolation, which negatively affect their treatment adherence.

In modern medicine, health education has become an essential component of treatment. For instance, psychological nursing has been used to intervene in the lives of patients suffering from mental health issues, resulting in improvements to treatment adherence. Thus, we hypothesized that a specialist shared-care approach, including a psychological and behavioral intervention, would be a suitable alternative for improving treatment adherence among patients with DTC undergoing RAI. The present study used the Quality of Life Core Questionnaire (QLQ-C30), Self-rating Depression Scale (SDS), and Self-rating Anxiety Score (SAS) to compare the influence of psychological and behavioral intervention above and beyond a conventional nursing protocol on post-operative RAI for patients suffering from DTC.

**Patients and methods**

**Study population**

This study conformed to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained, and participant confidentiality was strictly guarded. From 2013 to 2015, patients with DTC undergoing RAI treatment were recruited from the Department of Endocrinology, Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital. All patients with DTC were confirmed for their disease status through a pathological examination after a total thyroidectomy. Exclusion criteria were as follows: aged <18 years or >70 years, pre-existing psychiatric diagnosis, or undifferentiated thyroid cancer diagnosis. A single oral dose of RAI was administered to all enrolled patients.

**Intervention**

To compare the influence of psychological and behavioral intervention on patients with DTC undergoing RAI, patients were randomly divided into two groups: routine nursing group, and the psychological and behavioral intervention group. The routine nursing group underwent admission education, a medication guide, isolation protection education, and discharge guidance, as is conventionally performed for these patients. As for patients in the psychological and behavioral intervention group, in addition to the routine guidance, we provided a psychological and behavioral intervention protocol, as shown in Figure 1. Briefly, before RAI treatment, we conducted detailed interviews with each patient in a quiet ward, without any distraction, to better understand his or her inner feelings and nature of their psychological reaction to the treatment. We also administered a questionnaire survey to assess the degree of the patient’s reactivity. Usually, uncertainties regarding the illness and prognosis may give rise to anxiety, depression, and other psychological problems among this patient population. Thus, we needed to establish appropriate communication channels with patients to develop a positive rapport and encourage cooperation. Meanwhile, we attempted to minimize any undesirable stimulation, remove harmful mental barriers, analyze the patients’ thinking processes and mood changes, encourage them to express their true feelings, and enable them to safely express negative emotions (such as fear, anxiety, or depression) so as to guide them to bravely face the reality of their disease state. After the interviews, the collected data were processed and analyzed. After RAI, the patients were engaged in one-to-one conversations over the Internet, to address any further issues and provide emotional support while they were housed in the isolation ward. To further improve patients’ social identity and sense of belonging, we regularly organized patient group meetings to allow them to express their own anticancer experiences. Thus, the patient’s role transformed from an intervention recipient to an intervention provider, which was beneficial for improving his or her mental health status and quality of life. During the entire intervention, we also cooperated with doctors to provide information regarding details of efficacious cases of DTC management, which helps promote methods for encouraging patients to undergo standardized RAI treatment regimen.

**QLQ-C30**

To evaluate health-related quality of life, the QLQ-C30 was used at baseline and 1 year after RAI. This internationally acknowledged questionnaire has been validated for assessing health-related quality of life among cancer patients participating in clinical trials, with an internal consistency of >0.70. This questionnaire contains multi-item scales of functional capacities (ie, physical, role, cognitive, emotional, and social), symptom profiles (ie, fatigue, pain, and nausea/vomiting), and global quality of life. For each assessment, the scores range from 0 to 100, with a score of 100 representing perfect functional capacity and very strong symptom experiences.
To evaluate mental health status, the SDS and SAS were also utilized at baseline and 1 year after RAI. The SDS is a self-reported, 20-item measure of depressive symptoms, which has been confirmed as a valid and reliable instrument across several studies. The SAS is a self-reported measure of anxiety symptoms, which also contains 20 items. Item responses for both questionnaires are placed on a scale from 1 to 4 (1, rarely; 2, some of the time; 3, very often/often; 4, almost always). The item scores were multiplied by 1.25 to obtain a standard 4–100 scale. The cutoff value for the SDS was 53 points, while for SAS it was 50 points, with higher scores reflecting more severe depressive or anxiety symptoms.

SDS and SAS
To evaluate mental health status, the SDS and SAS were also utilized at baseline and 1 year after RAI. The SDS is a self-reported, 20-item measure of depressive symptoms, which has been confirmed as a valid and reliable instrument across several studies. The SAS is a self-reported measure of anxiety symptoms, which also contains 20 items. Item responses for both questionnaires are placed on a scale from 1 to 4 (1, rarely; 2, some of the time; 3, very often/often; 4, almost always). The item scores were multiplied by 1.25 to obtain a standard 4–100 scale. The cutoff value for the SDS was 53 points, while for SAS it was 50 points, with higher scores reflecting more severe depressive or anxiety symptoms.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical Package for Social Science (version 12.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Quantitative variables are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Student’s t-test was used to analyze continuous, normally distributed variables. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
As shown in Figure 2, 60 patients met our inclusion criteria and completed the 1-year follow-up. Of the 30 participants in the routine nursing group (male: 7, female: 23), 27 had papillary carcinoma and three had follicular thyroid carcinoma; the average age was 51.65±13.01. For the remaining 30 participants in the psychological and behavioral intervention group (male: 8, female: 22), 26 had papillary carcinoma and four had follicular thyroid carcinoma; the average age was 50.92±10.58. There were no significant differences in the sex, age, or pathological type between the two groups.

Health-related quality of life
As shown in Table 1, no QLQ-C30 subscales showed a significant difference between the two groups at baseline. After RAI, except for nausea/vomiting and pain, all other parameters (ie, physical functioning, role functioning, emotional functioning,
cognitive functioning, fatigue, and global quality of life) improved for both groups from before to after RAI ($P<0.05$). Interestingly, when comparing both groups after RAI, there was a significant increase on all functional scales (physical, role, cognitive, emotional, and social) and global quality of life in the intervention group ($P<0.05$).

**Depression and anxiety**

As shown in Table 2, patients in both groups displayed higher SDS and SAS values at baseline compared to those at follow-up. Although there were no significant differences between the two groups before RAI, values were significantly higher than the standardized cutoffs (SDS: 53, SAS: 50, both $P<0.05$). Thus, all patients reported significant depression and anxiety symptoms prior to RAI treatment. At the 1-year follow-up, both groups reported significantly lower SDS and SAS scores (both $P<0.05$). Furthermore, this decline was more significant in the intervention group ($P<0.05$). Therefore, above and beyond a conventional nursing care protocol, the inclusion of psychological and

**Table 1** Comparison of two groups of QLQ-C30 before and 1 year after RAI treatment (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscales</th>
<th>Routine nursing group Before RAI</th>
<th>1 year after RAI</th>
<th>Psychological intervention group Before RAI</th>
<th>1 year after RAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical function</td>
<td>54.42±18.58</td>
<td>65.28±19.89$^a$</td>
<td>76.82±20.43</td>
<td>76.82±20.43$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role function</td>
<td>52.90±20.85</td>
<td>64.77±21.32$^a$</td>
<td>75.93±19.79</td>
<td>75.93±19.79$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional function</td>
<td>40.12±17.91</td>
<td>49.75±18.98$^a$</td>
<td>65.43±19.21</td>
<td>65.43±19.21$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive function</td>
<td>55.72±23.47</td>
<td>69.01±24.39$^a$</td>
<td>80.61±18.29</td>
<td>80.61±18.29$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social function</td>
<td>39.24±19.67</td>
<td>50.31±20.48$^a$</td>
<td>61.49±21.52</td>
<td>61.49±21.52$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>40.45±17.57</td>
<td>51.48±19.31$^a$</td>
<td>61.74±18.56</td>
<td>61.74±18.56$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>69.42±22.53</td>
<td>69.24±23.31</td>
<td>68.26±24.37</td>
<td>68.26±24.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea/vomiting</td>
<td>74.03±25.16</td>
<td>78.22±19.35</td>
<td>80.97±18.39</td>
<td>80.97±18.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global quality of life</td>
<td>50.98±24.56</td>
<td>63.84±22.19$^a$</td>
<td>75.39±20.75</td>
<td>75.39±20.75$^{a,c}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^aP<0.05$ vs values of before RAI in routine nursing group. $^bP<0.05$ vs values of before RAI in psychological intervention group. $^cP<0.05$ vs values of 1 year after RAI in routine nursing group.

Abbreviations: QLQ-C30, Quality of Life Core Questionnaire; RAI, radioactive iodine-131; SD, standard deviation.
behavioral intervention was more effective in alleviating distress reactions.

**Discussion**

We investigated the impact of a 1-year psychological and behavioral intervention, combined with routine nursing care, on the health-related quality of life and mental health status among patients with DTC receiving post-thyroidectomy adjuvant RAI treatment. As hypothesized, patients who were subjected to psychological and behavioral intervention reported significant improvement in their quality of life (as shown by their QLQ-C30 scores), as well as reduced depression and anxiety symptoms (as reflected in their SDS and SAS scores).

Patients with cancer often experience psychological problems due to heightened stress experience. Several studies have suggested that life quality can more accurately reflect the therapeutic effects of any intervention when compared to survival or fatality rates among patients with cancer. Therefore, psychological and behavioral intervention plays an important role in improving the life quality among patients with cancer. Studies have shown that if cancer patients can mobilize their bodily strength toward cancer resistance, this can help with recovery and remission. Thus, nurses, especially those with extensive practice and research experience in psychological counseling, can play a vital role in developing patients' positive attitudes toward treatment. In the present study, compared with patients receiving conventional nursing care, those provided with psychological and behavioral intervention reported higher QLQ-C30 scores and reduced SDS and SAS scores at 1-year follow-up. Thus, our results confirm that psychological and behavioral interventions, based on routine nursing care, can effectively improve the life quality and reduce mental health issues among patients with DTC undergoing RAI.

Depression and anxiety are common among patients with cancer. Since patients with DTC receiving RAI need special protection post radiation, they tend to display anxiety, loneliness, depression, and other negative mental states, especially during the isolation period. Nurses providing emotional support can help alleviate these psychological symptoms, which in turn may enhance the patients’ abilities to respond to and actively cooperate with treatment. Therefore, it is necessary to create a systemic and consummate nursing care model for patients housed in isolation wards. In the present study, maintaining one-to-one communication with patients helped encourage them to express their negative emotions, as well as transfer any positive energy and enhanced support. Our results indicate that the psychological and behavioral intervention was effective in alleviating depressive and anxiety symptoms. Additionally, we regularly gathered the patients to organize meetings to express their experiences and exchange support with each other. During these meetings, by bringing out their own anticancer experiences, patients were able to transform themselves from the role of support receiver to one of support provider. This helped foster a more positive social identity and sense of belonging, which likely aided patients’ improved mental health status and quality of life. Given knowledge regarding standard of living and long-term DTC survival, nurses must cooperate with doctors in order to educate patients to accept standardized treatment regimens, including RAI. It is possible that nursing care models with a psychological and behavioral intervention component can accomplish this goal.

A few study limitations should be noted. For instance, as this was a single-center study, with a relatively small number of patients, we may have issues with participant selection bias. Meanwhile, although this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital, we did not register it in any trial registry, which also means an important limitation. Furthermore, the investigation was completed 1 year after RAI. Before definitive conclusions can be drawn, these findings must be replicated with a larger sample and more research centers, and evaluations should be continued during longer term follow-ups.

**Conclusion**

We investigated aspects of health-related quality of life and mental health status among patients with DTC undergoing RAI. Specifically, we assessed whether a psychological and

---

**Table 2** Comparison between two groups of SDS and SAS score before and 1 year after RAI treatment (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>Routine nursing group</th>
<th>Psychological intervention group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before RAI</td>
<td>1 year after RAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>65.45±9.58</td>
<td>59.87±8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>69.48±8.42</td>
<td>60.27±8.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *P*<0.05 vs values of before RAI in routine nursing group. *P*<0.05 vs values of before RAI in psychological intervention group. *P*<0.05 vs values of 1 year after RAI in routine nursing group.

**Abbreviations:** SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale; SAS, Self-rating Anxiety Score; RAI, radioactive iodine-131; SD, standard deviation.
behavioral intervention strategy, in combination with a routine nursing care model, would help facilitate positive mental health and life quality outcomes. Given modern medical models (bio-social medicine) and improved living standards, improvements to patients’ overall life quality and addressing patients’ physiological and psychological requirements are necessary, above and beyond focusing on prolonged survival.14 Our results suggest that after 1 year of a consistent psychological and behavioral intervention, patients with DTC demonstrated improved life quality and mental health outcomes. Developing a reasonable and effective psychological nursing plan may be key to alleviating maladaptive symptom profiles, restoring a positive mental health status, and ultimately overcoming the disease. During daily nursing work, we are expected to fully consider a patient’s worries and needs. Thus, it is important that a patient’s mental health needs are included within a standard of nursing care, which should help better promote full patient recovery.
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